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rotator VHDL (4-bit ROT input is doubled to get even rotation amount 
from 0 to 30 bits). Document with comments; see example in lab for 
appropriate level of information, but the format doesn’t have to 
exactly match. 

/ 30 

rotator simulation: consider random inputs (maybe a total of 8 or 16 
different values across time). Set at least NUM/B ports to binary or hex 
in VWF input (or testbench equivalent) (each of these has pros and 
cons, but decimal is a bad choice here – consider why). 

/ 35  

rotator simulation documentation. For all CE1921 simulations explain 
why your simulation indicates correct behavior by annotating your 
simulation sufficiently to convince a reader your results are correct. 
You can draw on your simulation and/or add text explanations. 

/ 35 

Total / 100 

• Email your PDF and VHDL file to the instructor with a subject such as CE1921 Lab 
Submission. 
o PDF: Print all your materials (3 items above) to PDF and add this as the first page. 

Arrange everything in the order listed above. You are welcome to use any PDF 
editing software. If what is available on your MSOE laptop (e.g., Acrobat) turns out 
to lack any needed features (e.g., combining pages), please mention it in the teams 
channel and we will figure out an alternative. 
 For the simulation (especially) you may get the best results by taking a 

screen shot (Alt + Print Screen; on some laptop keyboards you need to also 
press the fn key to access Print Screen (e.g., on my keyboard fn+rightShift is 
Print Screen, so I need to press 3 keys)). Then crop it accordingly, perhaps 
with Windows 10 Paint, although I prefer the free IrfanView program. 

o VHDL: Also include your .VHDL file itself. 
• This is due by the end of the week during which it is assigned. 


